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13) LACTATION CONCERNS 

a) A WPATH member discusses risk in providing a trans patient with lactation capabilities 

via surgery  
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b) A nonbinary female expresses a desire to induce lactation and take Cialis  
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14) NON-BINARY HEALTHCARE FOR MINORS 

a) WPATH members discuss a nonbinary 13-year-old patient requesting HRT 
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15) CAUSE FOR TRANSITION AND EXPLORATORY THERAPY 

a) A WPATH member questions if there is a root cause driving transition 
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16) FERTILITY ISSUES 

a) A WPATH member seeks resources for infertility treatments 
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17) RESOURCES FOR MINORS ON TRANS HEALTHCARE 

a) WPATH members discuss a school psychologist searching for gender resources for students 
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18) EVALUATING DYSPHORIA SEVERITY 

a) WPATH members discuss finding validated measures for gender dysphoria severity 
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b) A WPATH member expresses a lack of validated measures to determine gender dysphoria 

severity 
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19) BMI REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO SURGERY 

a) WPATH members discuss the clinical relevance of maintaining a certain BMI as a 

prerequisite to surgery 
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20) HORMONE COMPLICATIONS 

a) WPATH members discuss the use of Finasteride to prevent bottom (clitoral) growth 
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21) ETHICAL GUIDELINES TO ADOLESCENT CARE 

a) WPATH members discuss the Standards of Care (SOC) ethics for treating a 

developmentally delayed, 13-year-old  
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Transcript: Identity Evolution 
Workshop held on May 6, 2022  
A different recording of a 1 minute and 30 second clip from the panel discussion (which 
is 1 hour and 22 minutes in total) was leaked into the public domain over a year ago. 
The video in the WPATH Files is a new recording, has a different layout, and has no 
connection to the previous leak. The time stamp of the previously released portion of 
the WPATH video is 23:16 - 24:43. This is the first time the panel discussion has been 
made publicly available in full. 

 

CLIP 1  

 
Cecile Ferrando: Transmasculine patients. And we talk about, you know, early 
oophorectomy, so early removal of the ovaries and what that means in somebody who 
is taking testosterone therapy but may not be on testosterone their whole lives. And I 
simply sort of explain the need to have to supplement, you know, in order to have 
cardiovascular protection, bone health, good bone health as they get older. 

Um, so those are the things that we think about in this cohort of 20 year olds in whom 
we're removing the ovaries. There's some concern that long term, if they ever stop 
their testosterone, they could be at, um, um, at metabolic risk, which is just something 
that needs to be considered. But historically, we have a patient population that also 
doesn't seek out medical care. 

So there's that sort of confounding factor too, which makes it a little bit trickier. Um, 
but at the end of the day, it's about informed consent. And on my end, I'm just 
managing patients who have sought out treatment in alternative ways. Um, and that 
those are, those, those can be pretty challenging. 

Ren Massey: Thanks, Cecile. Would anybody else like to add some observations? 
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Dan Metzger: I think, you know, when we, when we start people on, um, testosterone 
or estrogen, uh, you know, we, we try to be as clear as we can, um, about the stuff 
that's going to be permanent and the stuff that's, that's going to go backwards. So if 
you started testosterone, your voice is going to change. That's permanent, but you 
might get more muscly, but then that's not permanent if you were to stop. 

Um, I think the thing you have to remember about kids is that we're often explaining 
these sorts of things to people who haven't even had biology in high school yet. And, 
and, um, uh, and I know I've, I've heard others in, in this kind of a, in this kind of a 
setting say, well, we think adults are like really slick biologically. 

And in fact, lots of people have very little medical understanding of stuff like that. We 
just put medical professionals and. mental health professionals take for granted. So I 
think we have to be, um, more concrete than we think we need to be. Um, short of 
surgical stuff, you know, I think, I think, um, uh, and the permanent physical changes 
that happen with testosterone or estrogen, um, you know, you might get some breast 
development that maybe you would later regret. 

Uh, but I think, um, it's reasonably safe to, to be on hormone X for a while and then 
stop and go back to your, to your natal hormones. Provided you haven't had some sort 
of a gonadectomy, then, as Cecile mentioned, that's a different issue if you're hormone 
less, um, so, um, I think that is important, um, for people to know, and I think we also, 
like, just in general, you know, people want this, but they don't want this, but they want 
this, but they don't want this from a hormone, and I'm like, well, you know, you might 
not be binary, but hormones are binary, and so, you know, you can't get a deeper 
voice without probably a bit of a beard. 

It doesn't work that way, or you can't, um, you can't, uh, you know, get estrogen to feel 
more feminine without some breast development. It, that doesn't, that doesn't work 
very well. And there are different ways of trying to get around some of these things, 
but in general, um, you know, when you give a hormone, it's going to do what 
hormones do. 

It's going to act on a receptor, the receptors are everywhere, and you're going to get 
some sort of a physiologic effect, and it's hard to kind of pick and choose the effects 
that you want. And, and I know that that's, um, I know that that's, uh, like something 
that kids wouldn't, wouldn't normally understand because they haven't had biology 
yet, but I think a lot of adults as well are hoping to be able to get X without getting Y, 
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and that's not always possible. 
 

CLIP 2 

 
Ren Massey: Thanks, Dan. Yes, expectations and informed consent. We have a lot of 
work to do here, even as mental health professionals, um, in my work, I, even before 
having folks start on hormones, I go over a lengthy, um, information about the effects 
of the different kinds of hormone therapies, uh, just so they, I have the clarity that they 
have some sense of understanding what they're going to because even the good 
hormone docs here in my area. 

Don't always take the time, or it's easy for us to make assumptions that people 
understand. You know, but that estrogen is not going to make somebody's voice go 
higher. Or if you're a certain age, testosterone is not going to make you taller. So, um, 
manage expectations, I think is really important. Uh, it looks like Dianne's ready to say 
something. 

Dianne Berg: Yeah, I just wanted to piggyback on all of the importance that comes up 
with the informed consent. Um, 

I often see people who, because there's such a backlog of therapists to do some of the 
mental health therapeutic support, I often see people who have already engaged in 
some sort of, and this is again with youth, who've already engaged in some sort of 
medical, um, Intervention. And so one of the things I do is I just kind of I'm sitting with 
the youth and their parents and I say, Oh, well, so tell me more about what you know 
about that medical intervention. 

And kind of like what Dan was saying, you know, children and young adolescents, we 
wouldn't really expect them. It's kind of a developmental it's out of their 
developmental range sometimes to understand the extent to which some of these 
medical interventions are impacting them. And so I think I, I try to kind of do whatever I 
can to help them understand best, best I can. 

But what really disturbs me is when the parents can't tell me what they need to know 
about a medical intervention that apparently they signed off for. And so I think 
informed consent has to happen very differently for parents. That it has to happen for 
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children and early adolescents and adolescents, but it needs to happen and it needs to 
be a process and, and I think therapists are in a really good position to do that process 
because we have a lot more time. 

with our people than like the 20 to 20 minute medical appointment the way that and 
that's another problem is the way the medical system works is is there's often very little 
time. So I think it's really one of our roles is to really do that and to really suss that out 
and take quite a bit of time to do that and it's more than just like we certainly provide 
information but then you kind of have to listen to what the the youth is doing with that 
information to to kind of not, not catch them, but to pick up on the ways that they're 
not really understanding what, because they'll say they understand, but then they'll say 
something else that makes you think, Oh, they didn't really understand that they, that 
they are going to have facial hair, right? 

Because they say something else that makes you think, Oh, they didn't get that point, 
but they'll say they totally get it. 
 

CLIP 3 

 
Dianne Berg: This comment on is that I worked in a, um, an intersex or disorders of sex 
development clinic for a number of years as the psychologist. And I would come in to 
the session with the parents and usually these were very young kids. So I wasn't really 
working with the kids. I was more working with the parents and, and I would come in 
there after the, after the medical doctor had, after the pediatric endocrinologist had 
been in there and done, had been in there for an hour and had talked with them. 
 
Um, and. The pediatric endocrinologist came out and said, yeah, they totally get it on 
board. I don't have any concerns about their understanding. I would go in and I would 
say, okay, so tell me what you learned from, and they'd just be like, ‘We have no idea 
what they were talking about.’ Because they, they feel deferential. 

Part of it is that they feel less deferential to the kind of doctor I am than the kind of 
doctor, the medical doctor is. And so, and because they really are seeking the care, 
they're just gonna. Say they know when they really, they really aren't picking up on 
what's happening. And so I think the more we can normalize that it is okay to not get 
this right away. 
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It is okay to have questions is, you know, the more we're going to actually do a real 
informed consent process. Then what I think has been currently happening and that I 
think is frankly, not what we need to be doing ethically. 

Ren Massey: Thanks, Dianne. I appreciate those comments. Um, anything you want to 
add in there, Gaya?  

Gaya Chelvakumar: I would just say I agree with all the comments that have been 
made. I think the informed consent process is so important and definitely that it's a 
process is really important to recognize that it's not one conversation at one point in 
time that is many conversations over time, um, and that those conversations don't have 
to stop once the Medicaid and intervention has been started, that those conversations 
can be ongoing even after the intervention has occurred. 

Um, even asking how they feel about changes that are happening and, and having 
discussions about is this something you want to continue with to not, um, you know, 
informed consent is such an important piece of starting any intervention and it's so, it's 
so hard. And I often wonder about what you mentioned, Dianne, about people saying 
they understand when they don't, just because they're so focused on the intervention 
that, um, They're afraid to share things that they might not be understanding about the 
information we're sharing with them and how, how to address that I think is very, is very 
important. 

I will say just personally my practice, it has evolved, how in the medical setting. I think 
we have these Conversations and, um, around informed consent has evolved a lot over 
time as well, just recognizing a couple of different things, you know, that identities may 
shift and transition needs may shift, um, that also has shifted how we have, I think, 
conversations around, um, around informed consent and starting an intervention. 

But it's so important and just that it's a process and it's a continual conversation, I think, 
is the biggest thing. 
 

CLIP 4 

 
Dianne Berg: And Gaia, I don't know if other people do, but I really struggle with, with, 
because I kind of want The kids that I work with, whether they're nine to, you know, 13 
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and looking at puberty suppression or hormones in some ways to be a little pediatric 
endocrinologist, like I, I want them to understand it at that level, um, in an age 
appropriate way. 

And I struggle with that on one level because it's like, well, when a kid takes diabetic 
medication, do they have to understand? everything about their pancreas and 
everything that's happening and all of all of that do we do we do that same process 
around other medical kinds of things and so is this an unfair So, I just struggle with that 
line, um, and I just kind of wanted to, to say that because I'm not quite sure what to do 
about that. 

The other thing that, that I, that I really like to do is I like to have the children or the 
young adult or the young adolescent or the adolescent come up with questions that 
they have for their medical doctor. So let's, let's, let's write a great question. Write that 
down. Write that down. We're going to ask that you ask that the next time you come 
back so that they're, they're really, I think, um, one of the things we have in one of the 
papers that we published is how important it is to instill a level of autonomy into Okay. 

Children and adolescents about their medical care and transgender people about their 
medical care that they get to be assertive. They get to ask questions. They get to be 
really well informed. And so we want to start that very young by having children like, 
ask a question, write down what you think and ask the doctor. 

You can ask the doctor. Well, I can't really. Yes, you can. Yes, you can. You get to ask 
the doctor anything that you want to ask them. Um, and so really instilling that way of 
thinking about medical care, I think is important. 
 

CLIP 5 

 
Gaya Chelvakumar: Important point two is just collaboration between the medical team 
and the mental health care providers so that there can be also ongoing discussions 
between team members. So if, when mental health providers are having conversations 
around expectations around Medicaid, it's just like, Hey, you may want to spend a little 
more time talking about this, or this is an area that the, there seems to be some 
confusion about, or parents or child are really, um, concerned about, I think. 
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In this, in this area of healthcare right now, multidisciplinary care is so important and 
being able to collaborate with each other is so, is so important and so helpful, um, 
because sometimes we're not, you know, maybe in the context of a medical 
appointment, the conversations that need to happen can't happen and then maybe 
there needs to be further conversations with, with a mental health provider to help 
make sure parents and children have all the information they need to make the best 
decisions for themselves. 

Yeah, I agree. It's so helpful to be on these on these panels just to hear where 
everyone's at because I think we all are struggling with how to do this and that in the 
best way without overburdening our patients and families as well.  

Jamison Green: But our health care system doesn't If I may jump in here, our health 
care system doesn't encourage this. 

I mean, if you have a clinic, like already, like a university setting where Dianne is, or 
where Cecile is even, and I'm not sure where you are exactly, Dan, but I know many 
people providing this care are independent practitioners, and they're referring their 
clients to surgeons. Uh, across the country and their endocrinologist might be their 
actual May, they may not never, they may never have a, an endocrinologist. 

They may be able to get their hormones prescribed through their primary care provider 
who doesn't really know  necessarily everything about Transcare. They're basically 
trying to be supportive and you know, our health care system. It leaves us in the lurch 
all the time. And so to create, I agree that we don't necessarily need to be able to have 
If you have a known condition, like diabetes, you don't have to understand every 
nuance about what the insulin is going to do to you in order to give informed consent. 

You need, but, because there's so much experience with that. But in this field, this is all 
new, this is all contentious, and that's where we run into problems. because everyone's 
afraid. And I know for a fact, people, even adults, even well educated, older adults, 
accessing care for the first time, sit down with the person who's going to prescribe 
their hormones, and they look at an informed consent form that says your hormones 
are going to do this, this, and this. They don't take any of that in yet because they're so 
scared that they're not going to get what they need. They, they just so, show me where 
to sign. Cause I'm, this is my moment, I gotta grab it. And they don't really take in the 
information. 
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CLIP 6 

 
Jamison Green: And people also are afraid many times about surgery and so they can 
read other people's descriptions about surgery and they'll miss details or they'll miss 
the, the, uh, the most important piece of information for them simply because they're 
afraid to read it. You know, it's just how human beings work. 

So I think at the same time we're fighting against The community's desire to have less 
gatekeeping, less professional intrusion, less spending time in doctor's offices. And 
how do we manage that and make sure that everybody's got the right level of 
education to make good decisions for themselves? So this is a problem that we're 
facing. 

And this is where I think some of the detransition comes in. Because the over 
medicalization, as well as Uh, over binarying, as well as just the pressures that people 
are under because of the opposition creates a dynamic that's very, very hard for all of 
us to work in. Trans people and clinicians, very, very hard. 

So I think these dialogues are crucial and we need to take them outside of this space 
ultimately as well. 

Ren Massey: All right. So I'm, I'm sorry. Did you want to go ahead?  

Dan Metzger: Good. We can do it after the.  

Ren Massey:  Yeah, I was going to suggest you this great conversation. I have more 
comments, but I'm like, ah, people probably need a break attendees as well as 
panelists. So, uh, I've asked for a 12 minute break. And we will reconvene back here 
and look forward to seeing y'all back here in a little bit. Thanks. 
 

CLIP 7 

 
Ren Massey: I think we're pretty close to on time for that 12 minutes. Appreciate 
everybody being back here. Um, I'm wondering if, uh, well, I wanted to share just a 
little bit about informed consent. And then after, if anybody else wants to chime in, feel 
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free to. I saw a little bit going on there. I do think that that's a really important part of 
what we can do to help folks. 
 
Um, in terms of their decision making processes and also, you know, just to start out 
with, I make it clear to people that I don't have an investment, whether they're youth, 
whether it's parents. Whether it's adults that I have no investment in what their gender 
identity is even just because transitioning was right for me doesn't mean that it's right 
for somebody else. 

And that's not a bias that I have. And, um, I hope that that gives people from the start 
a sense of safety in, um, considering a range of options in, um, in terms of gender 
identity and gender expression possibilities. Uh, when we do get to talking about, um, 
hormonal and medical interventions for those who, uh, are considering those options. 
You know, one important thing I believe is to make sure we address fertility 
preservation. If you all have looked at the drafts of the standards of care coming out, S. 
O. C. Eight. Hopefully next month, you'll see, you know, a number of places where it's 
encouraged and ethical to talk about fertility preservation options And that's even for 
youth who are going on puberty blockers, because many of those youth Thank you for 
nodding heads. Many of those youth will go directly on to affirming hormone 
therapies, which may eliminate Or will eliminate, you know the development of you 
know, they're gonads producing sperm or eggs that are going to be able to be usable 
if they want to be partners with somebody else later in contributing genetic material for 
reproduction 
 

CLIP 8 

 
Ren Massey: I start even with puberty blockers to talk about fertility and a useful tool 
has been John Strang's TYFAQ, the Trans Youth Fertility Attitudes Questionnaire. It's 
not necessarily standardized to my knowledge, but it's a mechanism for discussing. 
There's a parent version and a child, a youth version for discussing some fertility issues 
just over, I think it's 16 questions. 
 
And then also my informed consent process, I will include, um, as a non medical 
person, but somebody in the healthcare profession with a lot of. experience and 
knowledge and G. E. I. S. Under my belt attend all these conferences. Always learn 
something. I cover the reversible and irreversible effects and the potential risks  to the 
best of my again. 
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I'm a lay person as far as being not a medical provider. Um, knowledge and I base that 
on the standards of care seven and we're gonna have the new ones coming out as I 
mentioned as well as the interim guidelines. Uh, the latest being in 2017. And there are 
some other resources out there. So, um, I see somebody put a file up there but there 
Are ways I think we can all go over this. 

And also just finally, I'll just add that I go over it with the youth separately from the 
parents. Uh, and then with the parents separately from the youth, ideally, and then 
bring them all together. Make sure we're all on the same page of under what we 
understand. Um, Limitations acknowledged, and, uh, you know, they're often having 
questions, and I say you have to ask your hormone provider, the consultant you're, uh, 
going to be meeting with about, uh, certain questions. 

So there are certainly, I stay within my lane, but I do think that part of the 
multidisciplinary nature of this work is being well versed in these things, at least to a 
certain level, and that's part of why we have a multidisciplinary panel here. 
 

CLIP 9 

 
Ren Massey: wants to, I see somebody added the QIFAQ in there. Anybody wants to 
add any comments on that before we move on and we could potentially start looking 
at cases in a little bit? Does anybody want to add anything to what I said? Looks like 
Dan might.  

Dan Metzger: I, I was just gonna say, you know, like, like it's always a good theory that 
you talk about fertility preservation with a 14 year old, but I know I'm talking to a blank 
wall. And the same would happen for a cisgender kid, right? They'd be like, Ew, kids, 
babies, gross. Or, or the usual SPAC answer is I'm going to adopt. I'm just going to 
adopt. And then you ask them, well, what does that involve? Like, how much does it 
cost? Oh, I thought you just like went to the orphanage and they gave you a baby. 

No, it's not quite like that. Um, but, um, and I was just trying to find it, but I can't, I 
can't quickly locate it because I only have is like a picture of a slide, but apparently last 
week at the Pediatric Endocrine Society, uh, some of the Dutch researchers started, uh, 
gave some data about, um, young adults who had transitioned and reproductive 
regret, like regret, and it's there. 
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Um, and I don't think any of that surprises us. I don't remember any of the numbers or 
anything. I just, again, I have a picture of a slide. But hopefully this is something that 
will get published in the next while. But, um, you know, I think, I think now that I follow 
a lot of kids into their mid twenties, I'm always like, Oh, the dog isn't doing it for you, 
right? 

Yeah, they're like, no, I just found this, you know, wonderful partner and now we're kids 
and da da da. So I think, you know, it doesn't surprise me, but I don't know still what to 
do for the 14 year olds. The parents have it on their minds, but the 14 year olds, you 
just... It's like talking with diabetic complications with a 14 year old. They don't care. 
They're not going to die. They're, they're going to live forever. Right? So I think, I think 
when we're doing informed consent, I know that that's still a big lacuna of, of that 
we're just, we do it. We try to talk about it, but most of the kids are nowhere in any 
kind of a brain space to really, really, really talk about it in a serious way. I, that's always 
bothered me, but you know, we still want the kids to. Be happy, happier in the 
moment, right? 
 

CLIP 10 

 
Dianne Berg: I appreciate that much less with a 9, 10 or 11 year old who's, who's, um, 
who's starting puberty suppression. And like Ren said, if they continue on then, and, 
and I mean, it's, it's like developmentally not in their space to be able to have, have to 
think about that. And it shouldn't be, um, right. And so I think it is. 

I think it is a real growing edge in our field to kind of figure out how we can, how we 
can approach that. Um, I'm definitely a little stumped on it. 

Gaya Chelvakumar: I'll just add one more complication in there is that then if you do 
have, which doesn't commonly happen, but if you are interested in preserving fertility, 
then the options for for doing that, depending on age and stage of development also 
can be. From a medical standpoint, may or may not be possible, but then from a 
financial standpoint, also may or may not be possible, and that's another complexity to 
the, adds another layer of complexity to these discussions as well, and that's at any 
age, I guess.  
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Dianne Berg: And from a social and sexual standpoint, right? Um, in some ways, the 
stuff that you need to do to be able to preserve your fertility might be beyond kind of 
what a youth, where a youth is at in terms of their sexual development, and yet. 

That's kind of what's needing to happen and, um, yeah, 

Ren Massey: yeah, I don't think that we have all the answers and I appreciate y'all's 
comments, bringing, you know, highlighting the nuances and the challenges here. I 
find a range of. Maturity levels and having thought about this or not having thought 
about it. Um, again, depending also on the age and the cognitive maturity, emotional 
maturity. 

Um, I still, I know you all do these kinds of things too. I think that it's better to give 
them the information and have them, Be able to reconcile, like we wish we could afford 
this, but at this point we can't. And so we will proceed down this avenue anyway, but 
not later on then find out, Oh, nobody ever told me that I couldn't, you know, do that. 
 

CLIP 11 

 
Ren Massey: Like, why didn't somebody tell us? And so I think that there's a shift in the 
field, but I just think we need the spotlight that, um, it's part of the discussion in the 
informed consent process for youth as well as adults. Um, And back to the thing I said 
the very beginning of after the break, part of also trying to make sure people have a 
sense of I have no investment in where their gender identity or identities land is 
because that part in this study where people said they didn't go back to the same 
provider, that that bothers me, I would like people to feel like they can continue with 
me whoever they are. 

Um, if I can help in other issues, you know, a few of the folks I've worked with, it's 
been, um, some of what Dianne was saying earlier, you know, their sexuality got to 
clarify some of their gender identity issues. And, um, they, I've been pleased when 
they've gotten clear. Okay. Maybe I'm not trans, maybe I'm non binary, maybe I'm cis, 
um, and maybe this was more of a sexuality issue. 

And they were willing to continue to work with me as they explored sexuality issues. 
You know, I want people to feel like they don't have to perform a certain gender to be 
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working with me. Um, that I want to be inclusive and supportive of all aspects of their 
being, so. All right. 
 

CLIP 12 

 
Ren Massey: Any other thoughts before we maybe look at cases? Alright, as, as we shift 
to cases, then, uh, this is always the tricky part for me to work on.  

Dianne Berg: I'm sorry, Ren, can we just, Melissa Goldstein is just asking if anyone has 
great resources for fertility and preservation especially. Oh, Gaia just put it, did you just 
put it in?  

Gaya Chelvakumar: I just popped in one article that starts to discuss some of it. 

Ren Massey: I'm, I'm glad. I think, I think that that's a knowledge, right? And there isn't 
a ton of, of that existing. So I just wanted to acknowledge that. Yeah. All right. Thank 
you. Um, it's wonderful how we've got all these wonderful resources here. All right. So, 
uh, bear with me a second. I am going to try to share screen to, uh, go over some 
cases that our panelists have, uh, put together. 

And this is the part where I always grapple. 
 

CLIP 13 

 
Ren Massey: Read the case of DJ. Give me a thumbs up, panelists. 

Okay. All right. So I'm wondering if panelists have any comments or thoughts you all 
want to start with in getting this discussion going around this young person and their 
experience. 

Oh, sorry, Randall. I'll read the next one. 

Dan Metzger: To me, this is a not an untypical story. I mean, this person's got some 
significant mental health stuff, which is, you know, that they need to deal with. It 
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sounds like they had an unfortunate sexual traumatic sexual event, which that sounds 
probably pretty horrible. But to me, this is a kid who, who, who. Um, got a false start 
and, uh, and, um, maybe it wasn't in a place where they were fully supported or they 
feel fully supported. 

Um, but to me, this is not de transitioning. This is just a kid working through crap. And, 
um, I mean, I obviously may feel sorry for the kid, but to me, this is not like something 
that should hit the news as a, you know, a system problem. You know, assuming that 
this kid's been getting the mental health care that they need. 

To me, this is like, not an untypical story. Um, and with a happy ending. So, yay. 
 

CLIP 14 

 
Dianne Berg: highlights the importance of having ongoing support and following kids 
over time, um, so that you're getting as much of the picture as you possibly can. And, 
and so kind of the important role of, of behavioral health, mental health, um, 
component. Um, I think, I think oftentimes mental health can get a really bad rap. 

Um, in terms of that, we're trying to do things that we're not actually trying to do and, 
and so I think this is a good case that kind of exemplifies if you're following this kid and 
meeting relatively recently, relatively, um, often with them, you're going to kind of be 
seeing this in real time and be going through this with them and be helping them to 
process and figure out kind of the meaning that it has for them. 

Um, And hopefully as you have enough of a rapport, I don't know if it happened in this 
case, but that it looks like the, the person didn't disclose some of the bullying and the 
traumatic sexual event until a year later. The hope would be that if we can build 
enough rapport over time with kids in whatever specialty we have. 

That, that we would learn about that in more real time than a year later, and that we 
would be able to be, you know, kind of just doing it as part of the regular process of 
checking in about all spheres of life. Um, so it really highlights the importance of that 
for certain, for certain youth. 
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CLIP 15 

 
Ren Massey: comment. I noticed an observation or a wish that, uh, therapists involved 
in able to Help the young person distinguish between the assault and their gender 
identity. I think, um, that there are times working with young people where they don't 
even disclose an assault or some type of sexually, Coercive or unpleasant experience. 

It may not even have been coercive, but it may be almost like self coerced. They 
thought they were supposed to do X, and so they, like, I guess this is how people 
interact sexually, and so they showed up voluntarily, like this other person at 

the moment, um, wasn't coercing them, but they were kind of trying to get themselves 
to learn about sex. And so they may have done things they didn't even feel 
comfortable with. And so they don't want to talk about it with therapists. So, I mean, 
um Even good therapists, you know, we're going to be limited at times where we're, 
uh, we can't get everything that's going on with our kids that we're working with. 

And sometimes the adults also don't bring it forward. So, um, it's a, it's a high bar to 
cross sometimes to try to catch everything that. may be affecting somebody's view of 
themselves and across domains of their life experiences. 
 

CLIP 16 

 
Gaya Chelvakumar: And I'll just echo Brennan and Dianne's statement. I think the case 
to me just highlights the need for, in addition to continued, you know, ongoing care, 
but also maybe like leaving the door open, that if this is your decision at this point in 
time, but that may change and we're, you know, we're here to support you, whatever 
your decision is, and that you can always, you know, continue to see us continue to see 
the team, um, you know, keeping, keeping engaged with young people and letting 
them know that they can, It's okay to change your mind. 

It's okay to, to come back and knowing that, um, people sometimes have to disclose 
things in their own time as well. So that while we hope things are disclosed in real time, 
sometimes people just aren't in a place to face, to face their trauma and what's going 
on. And so even more so becomes important, I think, to have that ongoing care. 
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Um, and even if there is an ongoing care, at least leaving the door open, young 
people, or adults even, are in a place where they want, where they want to reengage 
that that door is still open?  

Dianne Berg: Yeah, there, there was a comment. There was a comment in the chat 
about, um, sometimes our, our discomfort with asking questions, particularly pertaining 
to sexuality. 

And I, and I think that that's, that's really true. I mean, we have not gotten to the place 
yet where it's just part of, Every typical kind of area that you inquire about, and I think 
that that's really important, um, and is, is part of, and, and to not, and to not frame 
sexuality, I think the other thing that happens with sexuality is it gets framed as 
negative, all the things that we shouldn't be doing, um, rather than having a positive, 
kind of positive take on sexuality, and so how with, with youth and, are adults. 

Do we just naturally feed that into the conversation? And how do we as clinicians get 
comfortable with sexuality and sexuality themes? Um, in a society that isn't very 
comfortable with it, but isn't comfortable with it in appropriate ways is very comfortable 
with it in some ways that probably aren't very healthy. 

And so how do we teach people to do that? I think that's one of the benefits that That I 
have working in a sexual health kind of clinic that has a gender component to it. And I 
think that's really important. 
 

CLIP 17 

 
Ren Massey: All right, thanks. Going, going, gone. Move on to our next case. Okay, if I 
can get my screen share to cooperate with me. Ah, here we go. All right. Cases. This is 
a collective consideration. Several trans men in their late 20s, early 30s have done a 
range of social and medical interventions. They're now clear that in hindsight, if they 
had come out ten years later, they may not have taken all the medical transition steps 
that they did if the option of a non binary identity had been on the table.They don't 
like to be seen by others as male, but given the physical changes, don't feel like they 
have a choice. There are different intensities of how upsetting this is to them, but a 
common theme is not likened to be perceived as male by others to the extent they are 
seen as male. I found this really interesting. 
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Who would like to jump into this conversation? 

Dan Metzger: This is a bit beyond my age group, but I think one thing that they could 
do, uh, medically is to talk with their hormone provider to see if there's a way. I'm 
presuming these people are still on testosterone, if they are, that they could at least 
lower the dose to something that's still bone protective and still would make them feel 
okay, but maybe wouldn't, uh, would less stimulate, uh, you Like facial hair growth or 
or the other kinds of things. 

I mean, their voice is not going to change, obviously, but, uh, there might be some 
room to play with the testosterone dosage just to make things a little bit less, uh, um, 
less masculine. 
 

CLIP 18 

 
Cecile Ferrando: Um, so I think this is about goal setting. Um, so you know, while I'm a 
surgeon, I do a lot of testosterone implants for patients. So I do testopel implants. Um, 
and, um, when I talk to a lot of patients, the majority of the patients I see, they are 
seeking, um, realization, masculinization. So I dose them to sort of physiologic levels. 

Um, but I have sort of this, um, cohort of patients that is seeking sort of, you know, 
underdosing, but wants testosterone, um, supplementation. Um, so we sit and we talk 
about. The goals of therapy, understanding whether, you know, I have to explain to 
them that sometimes underdosing can, um, will not lead to cessation of menses, which 
is sometimes the actual goal, like not virilization, but cessation of menses. 

And so, in those situations, we talk about, you know, what other things we can do that, 
um, that may not have sort of either feminizing effects, you know, a lot of our, 
Transmasculine patients don't want to be on oral contraceptive pills, etc. So sometimes 
I'll underdose testosterone in a pellet form. Um, and also, um, place an IUD in those 
patients. 

And so it's really sort of about discussing what their goals are. I'm now seeing younger 
patients. So not necessarily patients who were dosed on, on doses of testosterone and 
who are now working backwards. But I have a couple of patients in their twenties who. 
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Sort of err on the side of the masculine side on the spectrum, but don't want to be fully 
masculinized. 

So I'll underdose them as well. And, you know, I think that there's a physiologic 
component to this improving their, their sort of state of being and giving them a sense 
of wellbeing. But also I think that there's this component of, um, I feel like I'm taking 
some steps towards masculinization, but not completely. 

So that makes me feel good. And I think that there's. Also, I think we, um, uh, actually 
to this crowd, I'm not gonna say undervalue. I think, um, uh, people in my, um, from 
where I'm coming from undervalue the importance of giving a patient a sense of 
control of their transition and their care plan, which is not a foreign concept when we 
talk about. 

You know, paternalism and autonomy, but certainly when it comes to this type of care, 
allowing patients to have some control over what it how their transition is or what it is, 
is really important. So even in patients who've been on high dosing who want to work 
backwards, but like Dan just pointed out, sometimes you can't reverse everything. 

Right. So there's some masculinization that will have already have occurred, but 
perhaps just the giving a patient the sense of being able to control what's going to 
happen down the road is really important. 
 

CLIP 19 

 
Cecile Ferrando: testosterone dosing. For me it's easier in the pellet form because you 
can really sort of dose to certain levels. It's in my, from my experience, easier to control 
than intramuscular and subcutaneous dosing. But it's about goal setting and discussing 
and so much can just come from a discussion of I understand that what your goals are 
and let me see if I can help you achieve them. 

Certainly that conversation is easier when it comes to hormones than it is surgery. 

Dianne Berg: There are a little bit, I think what it comes up, what comes up for me is 
helping people to explore socioculturally what it means to be masculine, feminine, 
male, female, um, because there's kind of the internal sense of it and then there's also 
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the the way that that gets perceived in the world and It sounds like for some of, for 
some of these folks, like, for whatever reason, it's more about how they're being 
perceived by others and maybe, maybe kind of what others are then attributing to 
them or assuming about them because they're, they're interpreting them as male when 
maybe that's those things, those, those aspects of maleness are not what they, aspire 
to or what they want. 

And so I think it's, it's, it's all about kind of that, that therapy around what does it mean 
in our culture to be kind of, what does gender, what does gender mean in our culture? 
And how is that going to play out for how you see yourself and how others see you? So 
it's kind of those deeper, those deeper conversations. 
 

CLIP 20 

 
Ren Massey: I just want to add something here. I appreciate what you were just saying, 
Dianne. One of my adjustments with my transition was, um, losing, um, automatically 
being perceived as safe. by females who I was meeting for the first time. And, uh, it 
was a very strange experience to be walking in a parking lot, you know, following a 
woman out in the parking lot from the grocery store, and to realize, oh, she's looking 
over her shoulder to, like, see, am I following her? 

Am I a threat? Or to be in an elevator and... have, you know, somebody kind of scoot 
just about as far away as they can. And, um, it, it was, it was, it was a loss, candidly, not 
to be, uh, perceived or assumed to be safe anymore. Um, so I can easily see that some 
of these things would be, um, really distressing, um, social impacts of, um. 

Being perceived as masculine in our culture. So, looks like you wanted to say 
something there. 
 

CLIP 21 

 
Dianne Berg: Around kind of the other way too, right? I mean, so many of my trans 
feminine adult and even adolescent clients, um, Talk a lot about They they they hear 
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about it theoretically, but it's not until it happens that they really get it like not being 
paid Not being given as much airtime as they Become perceived as a woman. 

Um, you know kind of all the the things that feminists have been saying for a really long 
time, I think, start to become more clear to people. And, and I think those are some 
losses or just some, some realizations around how gender plays out in, in sociocultural 
spaces. And And kind of what is that going to mean and how does how what meaning 
does that have for people. 

So I think it, I think it goes both ways because gender is such a powerful mediator, 
whether we like it or not, it's such a powerful mediator of sociocultural spaces and 
interactions and environment.  

Ren Massey: Yeah, I'm going to add to that, you know. A lot of us are youth or focused 
or heavy in our practices. Um, or young adults and, and minors. 

Um, but One of my mentees, who I think is on this, um, meeting today and some other 
folks have talked to me about, you know, and I've even had clients as well who were 
adults who were assigned male at birth and found the loss of privilege and safety that 
they experienced in the world, um, was really disturbing. 

And particularly some of the older folks. Um, we're actually, um, de transitioning, re 
transitioning for, for reasons of fitting in not just either around job stuff, but sometimes 
to be able to go into assisted care facilities with less hassle. And a greater sense of 
safety. So I think there are other issues, again, outside pressure sometimes, it may not 
even be the internal experience, that we need to be able to be aware of supporting 
people for in different contexts that we may be encountering. 
 

CLIP 22 

 
Ren Massey: So um, yeah, one of the thing I would like to highlight on this case, I think 
that it underscores that from the in the outset, we also may help people explore more 
non binary options. You know, I have a young person I'm working with right now, um, 
who's been on blockers for about two years. Mother's anxious for the kid to come off. 
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Pediatric endocrinologist is saying maybe go a little longer. Um, and the kid is 
vacillating. Um, really not wanting facial hair. Um, but... about having menstrual cycles 
and kind of vacillates about whether breast development, chest development bothers 
them or not, and which pronouns they use. And we all know that chest surgery is pretty 
inevitable, or at least it looks like that, because that has consistently been a 
bothersome thing. 

So, is there more, um, benefit of staying on blockers or letting the kid... switch back to 
their endogenous estrogen? Or is it better to go low dose testosterone or what? You 
know, and at what point in time? So, um, if the kid doesn't want facial hair, but maybe 
doesn't mind their chest growing and they're planning on having chest surgery 
anyways. 

So we may want to, you know, be creative in how we help folks approach these. 
Situations that are complex. 
 

CLIP 23 

 
Ren Massey: All right. So, um, I'm going to shift to the next one. I see we got a few 
other comments on, yeah, what people wanting. And being perceived male can 
happen very fast. Yes. All right. Let me try to get my screen to cooperate again. Okay. 
I'm going to read case three in S. 14 years, 11 months, assigned male at birth who 
identified as female preferred by previous mental health provider for gender dysphoria 
in the past year. 

No significant medical history. Gender history and initial presentation, patient reported 
that a year prior to presentation a friend came out as bisexual and patient reports it 
clicked. Hey, that's what I'm feeling. Did not initially share this with anyone, but then six 
months later told mom about being bisexual. 

Felt this confused mom. Around the same time, patient also reported feeling, looking 
pretty, cute and pretty. wearing female clothing. Reports always having felt this way, 
but never acted on the impulse to express self using feminine clothing. Patient reports 
that one month after school started, came to the conclusion they were trans. 
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Patient disclosed to an online friend first then told girlfriend who encouraged patient to 
tell mother. When patient told mom about identifying as transgender reports that 
mom's reaction was unsurprised. Patient had been trying out different names and 
eventually chose the name Nora. Patient reported feeling dysphoric and that sadness 
goes hand in hand with dysphoria. 

Patient reported interest in starting gender affirming hormones but felt the gender 
affirming surgery was scary. Felt that mother was supportive of starting hormones, but 
father was not, and this could be a barrier. Extensive mental health history, starting at 
age 4, including aggression, ADHD, oppositionality, depression, anxiety, and 
challenges with behavior. 

hospitalizations. 

At 15 years, 10 months, the family is open to the patient starting spironolactone, but 
not ready to provide consent for estrogen. The patient's excited to start medication. 
Patient continued to follow the mental health provider two or three month intervals. At 
six month follow up after starting spironolactone, patient started, uh, reported that 
they felt more male and was feeling comfortable with he him pronouns. 

Reported that I felt like a boy who wants to, I feel like a boy who wants to wear nail 
polish. Patient wanted to stop spironolactone and not interested in pursuing estrogen 
at this time. Plan for patient to continue to follow the mental health provider. Has 
follow up appointment in two weeks. 
 

CLIP 24 

 
Ren Massey: Anybody want to jump in here? 

Dan Metzger: I, I'm, so again, another kind of happy ending. Kids happy. Um, parents 
are happy. I, I, I think it's important to remember that not all kids are as smart as every 
other kid or as in tune with their bodies or minds or minds of kids. 
 

CLIP 25 
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Dan Metzger: sophisticated as other kids. Some kids like just get things and some kids 
don't and it takes a little bit longer. And the point is just because you're 15 doesn't 
mean you know everything. And I, I, I mean, I talk to this all the time, right? You're 15. 
That's great. But, um, you're probably going to know more than when you're 16. 

You actually better know more when you're 16 than when you're 15. So I think it is kind 
of important to get, uh, uh, And this is our, you know, what our, what our assessors do 
is to get a level of sort of capacity of not just able to consent for stuff, but like they're 
understanding where they are. And do they understand that there's a difference 
between sexuality and gender and being trans and, and, and being, you know, cross 
dresser. 

Um, that, that, that there's more than one way of. You know, liking nail polish. You 
don't have to be a girl to like nail polish. You can just be a boy and wear nail polish, 
whatever. So I think, you know, when these kinds of kids are working with their mental 
health professional, I think it is important for somebody to also really see, well, like, this 
is a kid that's kind of, not changed, but, you know, well, it's changed their direction 
three or four times within a short period of time. 

That's not somebody you're going to want to rush in to do something permanent with. 
You're going to want to make sure that the kid, Really is starting to, you know, I have a 
clear direction of where they're heading before you do something and as well, you 
know, to make sure that the family are coming along with the kid. 
 

CLIP 26 

 
Gaya Chelvakumar: I will also add that like an anti androgen like spironolactone is a 
nice place to start because it's something that probably is not going to give you, you 
know, irreversible changes. And so, you know, if needed to help kind of clarify needs 
and goals and identity, it's a nice, nice medication to use. 

Dan Metzger: Yeah, I would second that, you know, like if this was a kid that was clearly 
binary and, and wanting to move forward, you know, then we would probably use 
Lupron because Lupron works better. It's way more expensive. But I think Lupron 
without a plan of moving towards estrogen for this kid would just make this kid feel 
crappy, probably because he's, she, sorry, is well through puberty. 
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Um, so she's probably just going to feel like whatever a teenage kid would feel when 
they have their testosterone taken away, kind of, you know, whatever, menopausal. So 
I, I think, um, Just to, just to, just to affirm, I think Spyro is a really good way to go 
because it's harmless. It's cheap. It works to, for the beard. 

It's not going to prevent the bigger boy changes that happen with male puberty, but, 
um, it is a nice way to kind of ease into things and often, um, for families, for, for 
parents that are kind of holding back, it's a nice way to move forward. That's, you 
know, affordable, cheap, safe, and reversible. 

Dianne Berg: I’m noticing a lot of stuff in the chat, but I think the medical people could 
maybe address that kind of comes from how fast testosterone maybe works and does 
low dose affect that can just noticing that.  

Dan Metzger: Yeah, so it's true. I mean, we all, you know, Adult men all have the same 
testosterone levels, but there's clearly a different range of like how hairy you are or 
how fast you go bald or whatever. 

And it doesn't have to do with your testosterone levels. It may have to do a bit with 
your testosterone receptors and a million other things that you inherit, um, in your 
genes. So, so, you know, I, I always kid the Persian, the Persian kids that come and see 
me, I'm like, don't even look at the bottle. You're going to get a beard. 

Like, because we know it's going to happen really fast, and then some of the poor 
Asian kids, you know, they try forever, they could barely get a mustache going, like 
their brothers, and so, um, you know, but everybody's the same level, it's all the same 
dose, so, um, you, you, you do have to let people know that just because you're taking 
dose X is not, doesn't mean you're going to get results Y to, to, to the same extent. 

And the same is true, of course, for, for, for, for girls taking estrogen, you know, breast 
 

CLIP 27 

 
Dan Metzger: Level. Level provided your estrogen levels more or less in the nor in, in a, 
you know, in a normal range. It has much more to do with other genetic factors and 
body weight and stuff like that. 
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Ren Massey: Alright, great. So I think we have time maybe to go into one more case 
and um, then we may have some time for some concluding comments. Let's see. The 
biggest challenge is always there, the technology. Actually, the technology user is the 
biggest challenge. Okay, case four. An AMAB person assigned male at birth, who is 
now 13, who early on identified as binary trans girl and took all social transition steps. 

Medically, the client is on Lupron and she's not been in a rush to start estrogen. 
However, she's been very invested in doing so at some point in the future. Within the 
last six months, this youth has begun to identify more as non binary, trying out different 
pronouns and names. She's very avoidant to have any discussions about What the shift 
toward non binary gender identity may or may not mean in terms of the decision she's 
always thought she would make in terms of medical transition. 

When brooch will shut down and no longer engage. Have had some success 
processing when discussions are framed from an embodiment lens. 

Dianne Berg: I can say a little bit about this case. I'm not sure whether it's one that I 
submitted and it just got kind of morphed and changed, um, which is totally fine. Um, 
but I think the thing that comes up for me, if it is kind of based on one of the cases is, 
um, But it was very difficult to, to kind of, um, the youth always kind of had it in their 
mind how their transition was going to work. 

I'm going to do this. So I'm going to do this. So I'm going to do this. Then I'm going to 
do this. And, and it was all a very binary related kind of transition process and how they 
were thinking about it. And then as they, as they began to kind of try on. Different non 
binary identities and, and, 

um, they started to kind of talk to people, uh, at least with the, with the, um, kid that I 
worked with. 
 

CLIP 28  

 
Dianne Berg: Where we kind of got to was a general not wanting to talk about things 
because they were just kind of at that place. But also that they really thought that if 
they said anything about this and really delved into it, it would mean that their options 
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for any of that medical transition that they had always thought they were going to do 
would be off the table. 

And so they were like, I can't, I don't want to explore that the non binary shift, because 
if I explore that, that means that I'm never going to be able to get estrogen or I'm 
never going to be able, and it was kind of like having some education around. No, it 
doesn't mean that what it means is we are trying to meet your embodiment goals. 

And if your embodiment goals are such that you need a certain type of medical 
intervention, then you need that medical intervention and we can move forward with 
that. And you don't have to be afraid that, um, That your identity is going to drive 
necessarily drive your medical decision. It's more about your embodiment goals are 
going to are going to drive some of the medical decision making. 

And so I don't know. That's kind of how we were able to get through that impasse. Um, 
So I don't know what other people kind of have to say about that. But, um, 
embodiment is certainly a concept that I'm using a lot more of with my adolescence 
and Children. 
 

CLIP 29 

 
Dan Metzger: I, you know, like sort of 13 and a half is sort of our, like a kind of cut off 
where we, where we're okay to do hormones, if everything, it seems like it's going to 
work. Um, but I always told the kids, God, you're 13, you don't know everything. Um, I 
don't expect to know everything. And this is like a journey and you're going to take us, 
you know, we're coming along for the ride. 

And, you know, we start this, it doesn't mean you have to continue. It doesn't mean 
you have to go up. every single time you come, I'm going to ask you what you want to 
do with your hormones. Are you happy where they are? And kids do shift with time. A 
lot of the, particularly the non binary kids, um, um, think that they want to be initially 
more vascularized than they end up wanting to be. 

And they find that there's a happy dose that's gotten rid of their periods or whatever, 
and that they're happy on that dose. And they don't necessarily want to push forward 
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as they had thought that they might at the beginning. So. I think it's important that you 
just lay that out right at the beginning. 

You do not, you do not have to have all the answers. You know, even an 18 year old, 
you do not have to have all the answers. Let's work with all we got today, and you keep 
letting me know, and I'm going to keep pestering you, you know, what do you want to 
do about this? What do about this? Or you're not ready to make any decisions, you 
don't even want to talk about it today. 

Fine, let's just leave it in the same. And I think the kids need that space to, to know that 
A, they're in charge. Uh, B, I'm a little bit pushing them to think about it, like, by asking 
them, and, and C, you know, they have permission to go backwards, stay where they 
are, go forwards to, to whatever degree, and, um, and I think that, uh, I think that the 
kids, um, I think there are kids who are a little bit timid at the beginning, and they don't 
feel, they can, I, I feel that there is a group of kids who say they're non binary because 
they're not, Really ready to go full on. 

And as they go, they actually find, no, this is working for me. I'm, I really actually do 
want to go to the, to the end of the binary there. But, um, I think, I think you just got to 
let kids have that, that permission to do that. 
 

CLIP 30  
 
Ren Massey: I'll just add in that, uh, this actually reminds me of a successful 30 
something I have, um, you know, who's, uh, very accomplished in their field and is, uh, 
was first aware in the last few years really more about their gender identity and, um, 
thinking, you know, they were identifying as a woman. Uh, and when the first came 
really more open to their awareness about six months ago. 

Um, took him a couple months to call me, then a couple months on my waiting list. 
And I've been seeing the person, I don't know, a couple months now. And They were 
hesitant to acknowledge maybe a non binary space might be good, maybe a fluid 
space might be good. And it's hard to tell how much feels true to their gender versus 
how much is external factors, and that's kind of stuff we're sorting through with time. 
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Um, and I think they're feeling some relief to know that there are a range of medical 
options, and we're not, The, the fortunate thing is this person is not in a rush rush and 
has some ways of being able to express, um, their feminine side, uh, with their 
significant other and friends and, and one of their family members, uh, from their family 
of origin. 

But, um, I, I, my main point is in adults as well as young people. I mean, mature, more 
mature adults, like 30 somethings. 

All right, so if we don't have any other comments on this one, actually, I would really 
like it if we could get to the next case and then we could close up. 
 

CLIP 31  
 
Dianne Berg: I'm just noticing that Jameson is telling us that we should talk, look more 
at the chat. Jameson, is there a particular thing?  

Jason: I was just wanted to draw your attention to the Q& A box as well as the chat. 
There are questions in the Q& A stream as well as in the chat. So just, just to make sure 
that.  

Dianne Berg: Thank you. I didn't even know about that.  

Jason: Yep. Yep. I've answered a few, but, um, the clinical ones I can't.  

Dianne Berg: Okay. While we look at the q amp a there's a couple coming up in the 
chat just about that embodiment discussion. Yes. It's, it's a, it's a growing edge for me. 
And so I certainly don't want to. To misspeak, but my understanding and what I'm 
trying to kind of incorporate in my clinical practice is in some ways moving away from, 
um, what is your identity and therefore because you have this identity, you're going to 
want to do these particular medical interventions to change your body, not having it be 
as identity driven, because I think that's been the historical basis of kind of how things 
have operated. 

And instead, regardless of your identity, What, what do you think about your body and 
what do you want your body to be able to be and how do you feel in your body and, 
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and what's going to help your, your, you feel better about being in your body and how 
do we address some of that? Um, regardless of what your identity is, and that might 
mean medical, that might mean lifting weights, that might mean eating better, I mean, 
there's a whole range, but it just kind of goes shifting your thinking from identity driven 
interventions to more, um, for some people, more body driven interventions. 

It is kind of my, is what I would try to say about that. 
 

CLIP 32 

 
Ren Massey: Kind of related to that, Dianne, there are some questions about co 
occurring diagnoses or considerations in the Q& A section, and I would just say it's 
hard to do it justice in a little bit of time here, but, you know, when there are co 
occurring conditions of any type, I am more cautious and take a slower approach in 
terms of. 

Um, questions to in considering both identity and embodiment. Um, and, you know, 
may ask people and encourage people to look at things from all of those kinds of 
perspectives. Um, and maybe try to get creative in asking them to. You know, just as an 
example, who is somebody who you'd like to look like who, um, not somebody who's a 
TV star who's super attractive, but just like kind of an average looking person, you 
know, um, so that we're not engaging in a fantasy realm of transition expectations with 
like facial hair, no facial hair, chest of wet socks, flat, brown, small, wet. 

And, um, sometimes those discussions. are very helpful, especially with folks who may 
struggle with the identity piece. Um, and, uh, I think that also just we have to be careful 
when we recognize there are folks who may have things that make understanding 
identity uh, more fluid or complex or more challenging. 

So I just Take a lot more caution. That's what I would say. 

Alright, um, I'm going to try to get us to that very last one. 
 

CLIP 33 
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Dianne Berg: Not wanting to take up more space, but since other people aren't 
jumping in, I think it just speaks to the importance of the intersection between sexuality 
and gender and how, um, I think that the field of gender, it feels like the fields are very 
separate as someone who's in both of ASAC certified person. 

I'm, you know, I go to a lot of the sexuality conferences that are starting to. Care more 
about gender and I think in the gender conferences. There's there's very little focus on 
actually sexuality and so I think for me this case just Exemplifies a way that they 
intersect and I think there's lots of ways that they intersect and I know that WPATH Is 
gonna do a specialty thing on sexual pleasure which I think is is awesome and And so I 
think just for me, I want to, I just want to point out that that, that intersection, we don't, 
we don't often do a good job with that. 

And I think that's someplace that we could, that we could be doing better. 

Dan Metzger: You know, I totally agree. And I'm sure putting a kid on a blocker at age 
nine, and then letting them get to the age of whatever, when they're developing a 
sexual identity, can that be. Uh, cannot be great, right? So I think I think that the other 
people brought this up that we are to a degree robbing these kids of that sort of early 
to mid pubertal sexual stuff that's happening with their with their cisgender peers. 

That's not happening because we've got the one loop running and their you know, 
their brains are just not thinking that way. There's no, you know, they're getting older 
and smarter about, you know, math, but they're not learning how their body works. 
They're learning how to masturbate because they don't, because they don't have the 
urge to do that, right? 

And all of a sudden they're, you know, they're, they're way many years behind their 
peers trying to like figure their sex stuff out. 
 

CLIP 34  

 
Ren Massey: Yeah, I'll, uh, add somebody asked when that sexual health workshops 
going to be, um, we're in the process of developing a number of new workshops this 
year. Um, as we're updating the foundations curriculum for Montreal, where we'll 
present the SOC eight, um, based, uh, foundations course for the first time. 
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Uh, in the meantime, we have a number of. Uh, workshops this summer, including the 
one Dianne referred to on sexual health, and I believe it's going to be July 29th. Um, 
I'm pretty sure that's the date we got lined up in, uh, I'm trying to remember. I think it's 
like eight to 11 Pacific time, 8:00 AM to 11 Pacific time. 

But, um, I'm, I'm not gonna bet my life on that. Um, but um, we also have. Some other 
comments about sexuality and neuroticism, not neuroticism, eroticism. Um, and, uh, 
you know, I think that that is some of the complexity of gender and sexuality. Both. 
being processes of discovery and evolution, um, for a lot of, you know, tweenagers and 
teenagers. 

And, uh, so it's not surprising sometimes that they need some help discerning those 
things. Looks like you wanted to say something, Dianne.  

Dianne Berg: Well, I think for adults, historically, if, if people with some sort of gender. 
Identity have, have, have mentioned anything about their sexuality, it, um, or if they 
there's always been, at least I have had many clients tell me, I did not tell you the truth 
about, about a lot of things about my sexuality, because I figured if I told you that. 

You would gatekeep and assume it was a fetish or assume it was, um, you know, some 
of the terms that we no longer are using. And so I think there is a huge historical 
context. To to sexuality being seen as a being seen in a way that does act that does 
create barriers access to access to care, and I just want I think it's very important that 
we acknowledge that historical context, um, and that we work against that historical 
context, um, by talking more about positive sexuality and pleasure and that that they 
can go together and that it's okay. 

Um, and not create barriers to care because people have that belief that that's what 
we're going to do. 
 

CLIP 35 

 
Jamison Green: Yes, and gender and sex are two different things, but gender informs 
your sexuality tremendously. And, uh, no matter who you are, trans people, cis people, 
male, female, non binary, all those things are really informative to each other. And 
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when you deny any aspect of it, you are limiting yourself. Uh, to a certain extent, 
you're, you're cutting off parts of yourself if you pretend it doesn't exist. 

And clinically, we've been told, trans people have been told historically, Oh no, don't 
talk about that. So, it's really, really something that our professions need to combat. 
Thank you, Dianne. That's good.  

Ren Massey: All right, so I'm going to end with a question. I'm going to stop my screen 
share here, and I'm going to bring this up to my panelists really quickly. 

If anybody has any closing thoughts, one question that we didn't get to was steps to 
support folks who have regret or interventions. I think it's such a new area. We don't 
have data on it. to my knowledge, but it looks like a lot of folks are looking for support 
and I would say we need to normalize their exploration just as we would normalize 
people considering transitioning to a gender different than what they were assigned at 
birth and to get them supports to do that. 

Um, and again, try not to other, other people in the process, not to marginalize or. Put 
down other people. If other folks have a quick comment. 

All right, that that's to be continued in our ongoing growth in the field. I want to thank 
all of the attendees. Uh, I appreciate the great input, the questions, the comments, the 
exchange, the thought provoking, um, dialogue among all of us. I want to thank the 
production staff, Mike Evans and Cheryl Field. 

Y'all are awesome. And our WPATH staff as well, Tricia, Kat, Rebecca. Wayne and 
Jamie. Uh, I see Tricia, Kat, and Rebecca doing the heavy lifting today. And then I 
thank all of my colleagues for being here and the thought you put in in advance and for 
taking part in this conversation to try to advance health care for our trans and gender 
questioning clients. 

Thank you. 
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23) APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL FILES 

THE FOLLOWING FILES WERE SHARED WITH ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRESS BY A SOURCE 

OR SOURCES AFTER OUR REPORT AND INITIAL ANALYSIS WERE COMPLETED. WE HAVE 

ADDED THESE ADDITIONAL FILES BELOW AND ENCOURAGE THE READER TO REVIEW 

THEM AS WELL. 

a) A WPATH member seeks guidance on transgender client who presents with traits 

associated with autogynephilia 
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I would appreciate hearing from my mental health colleagues 
who have treated AMAB clients who present with traits 
associated with autogynephilla. In my preliminary research 've 
found Ray Slanchard 1s articles to be descrip~ yet addng 
treatment guidance. Does WPATH have a position o best 
practices? I maintain a sex-positlve/gender-a,fflrming stance, in 
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accompanied by autogynephllia (in italic) (I.e., a man·'s 
paraphilta tendency to be-sexually aroused by the thought or 
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Rather th,an focusing on the negative problems with transgender 
theories of Blanchard in Toronto, Bailey at NW or Mone:y at Hopkins, I 
feel th.at providing counseling seeking out transgender role models 
needs to stress the positive. Among those superb stars, I sugg·est Lynn 
Conway, PhD, an early day computer genius, member of the ational 
Academy of Engineering and Profes.sor of Electrical Engineering at 
Michigan. Her remarkable website at www.lynnconway.com 
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A few musings. The funny thing about autogynephilia is that it did not 
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b) A WPATH member seeks guidance on patient who identifies solely as a heterosexual male 

with autogynephilia 
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I have. had two prevlo dlents with similar pri ntatlo . that. after 
MUCH time, were able to slowly peet b ck the 1. 'I . 1 think many 
may try to use autogynephilfa as an ace ptable• re sonin rather 
than face the extreme internalized transphobfa they . re experiencing. 
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Honnones are for people seeking gender affin11ing care. This person 
isn1 seeking gender affirming care but wants hormones for the sake 
o,f a fetish. I also share your concerns about continuing to provide 
horr,1ones for this person. Additional·ty, I am further concern at the 
level of cognitive dissonance between this person~s actions and 
values. Self-harm and suicidality are major issues for anti~ans 
conservatives who dabble in LGBT spaces and behaviors. For this. 
person, I would recommend that they obtain a therapist letter that 
addresses these issues prior to further HRT. Full disclosure is that J am 
a therapist not a nurse practitioner. 
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I mainly have questions, and not guidance at this point in my 
understanding, although the theme of conflict Is prominent in your 
description. Is this person taking estrogen In the 9 weeks? Does their 
internal gender Identity/expression change tn any way white taking 
hormones, and If so, how? What Is their described relationship to the 
concepts of femininity and masculf nfty? In themselves? Jn others? 
When they seek out punishment, is it for a •perversion• of engaging 
with feminine aspects of themselves? Or, for being sexually aroused 
by their own femininity? Or for using hormones? Or something else or 
all of these? Have they been in a sexual relationship with another 
person? How is their capacity for emotJonal and physlcaJ intimacy 
expressed in non-sexual and sexual relationships? Are horm·ones 
needed for any sexual arousal? 
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c) A WPATH member seeks clarification on comorbidity versus differential diagnosis for 

client with gender dysphoria and schizophrenia 
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I have a dient who meets OSM-5-TR critei ia for gender 
dysphoria. They take a medication presc,ibed for lipolar 
disorder although ttreybave not toid-me 1hey have that 
diagnosis. Their presentation is • from my experience . 

• 
They presented for Intake with a bea~ stating tlW/fl/ as a 
woman. They have extremely drcu1nstantial • flights of 
ideas, and loose associations. but I have not ob$elved a/v 
haltudnations or delusions• as I understand them. Their 
appearance ls consistently dlsheveled~ end their hygleite is 
extremely poor. However. their self-report of tt,eir gender identity 
seems to me to be wholly Inconsistent wifh thelr prese,rtatl n. I 
am wondering if they might have schizoaffectlw disorder or 
schlzophrenlaA I would appreciate some refere11ees to literature 
. views or a artfdes about comorbldity of gender 

dysphoria with schlzoaffectlve d/o or sdalzophrenia versus 
differential diagnoses between gender Identity ncongruence 
and schizophrenia. I have been treating transgencter and 
gender dfents since 1he 1980s and 1 have never 
obsetved a woman assigned mate at birth to present for 
treatment appearing this way. They did " began taking 
estradlol 2mg q.d. My dfnicaJ observation is that there is 
something •otr and I can't put my proverblaJ finger on what It Is. 
Any ideas? 

tJ Add boolonmk 

...... --- ·--- - ------ - ., ---- . - - .. - - -
• -· 

• • 

- ... - - -

• • 

- - ... ---· .. 

-- - -

- - ... ... - -- - . - - - - ----
SUbrnlt . - - .. - .-- - - --- -· -------

- - - -

H  I don1 know of studies on this. but wanted to Just note that 
I've met a few folks deallng with homelessness and schizophrenia 

• 

-
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• 

Browse 

(/dm/app/dashboard) 

• 

I 

• 

• 

• 

• • 

• 

ISO . If you h - co 
• to. th t ml ht · 

Thank you . 

wh work r J . 
luck :J 

• 

It seems fike the timing of how va symptoms line up (or 

I 

would be lmportant.. I can't ne rily comment on e quality of 
thtme u , a I only I nc • • th m, but they m h be a place 
to start https://www. l.nlm.nl pmdartl • midf.174248 I 
Olttps://www l.nlm.n1h.g fpmct • rtl • . • 4246 /j , 
https:l n I . · -~ · rtJ I us•S4s12..,..1 
679 · "3DlhU 
{httpS·J/www..scJen.c direct.com/: I •• e/arti 
5679'M • ~Dlhub) (couldn't read tilts o 
Interesting to remember U1at neither h II 

•Comment - . 

Thank you Yes, I guess my lgnora, ice was. 
showing. I mistakenly assumed a dx of schizophrenia ri .u.-ed 

I deluslons or halluclnations. It heJps to knOW Th"as die 
speech is lnaedlbly disorganized, and it • a • e on 
they wish to work. 

If you are worried that the reason far your dlent's •.· 
. feeti~g-~_ i¢Jt1~lly a --~eritlftiealfi$ue;you might want-o-ta a&> -

• 

-- -------------
. :; I ... ,, ;· • I.~ • 

__ teferring~them to.a_p._."YcbOlog.ical diagn0!,11<:S to have tt,at_~ -..._...i..... • __ _ 

or ruled out You might also want to take into acmw1t a D D ttiat ofta1 

Invite -- -- - - ---' 

• 

presents with schizophrenia-like symptoms. 
Also keep in mind that •our" idea of how a woman would , 
herself to others might not be appRcable to your dJent Especially if 
they are homeless. they might not have the possibility to, for example. 
shave, get other dothes etc. • er, the appearance of your client 
does not necessarily represent their gender IOO, atity. If the-re is no time 
press1.1re, I would encourage you to Just take )40UJ" time and 
whether the •off-feeling" starts to change and. if so, • what way. 
Just one additfonaJ comment regarding the tea 1n "comorbk:tfty9 .. Since 
gender Incongruence Is not d~ffled as a morbidity (anymore). we 
should refrain from using that term .. As any person with a certain 
gender ldentltv may have mental health Issues, so can gender 
incongruent people. 
Goodludd 

fllComment 
-- - -----,. -- -- - _., 

-~ - - '"' • - -- - I - •"' -- _. - -- --

• 

-

I agree with that the appearance doesn't mean much. 
These days, it's increasingly common to present incongruously; as the 
transitioning process progresses~ the ar)l>earance may catch up._ or 
go In the other direction. In fact. most of my clients who pie sent very 
binary often eventually move toward nonbinary a1<tpearance. You ca11 
gauge the dlent's interest In presenting differently. name c etc .• 
which might lead to a more i1atercsli119 exp101alion of Just wtmt her 
gender feelings are. ' 

rd be curious to know how the dient responds to estradlol and its 
physical effects; that's probably much more diagnostic. 

But. then, there Is the disorganized speech ... ' 

• 

, 
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• 

• 

DI ...... r nl n 
In lu In (to u 

It II yo 
th pr~. um""'.. I 

tt rh n u 
r. 

n lly, n I y, I y 
meet the full I tor • 

are compl t ty • I n, •• 

starting ho mon PY I 
that higher d Of d n 
Im I n · I' 
sloWly. 

• 

nk y u t r y""'yr lnp My II n I m I . · 
thin s I ould ~;n Id r. :::: .......... ~-a r In,.,,., 
class· en in I 11....... xu __ .... u , 
work) s a D M- di gno I . r o r 
correct term to describe the imultan 
diagnoses. wh her physical or me ... I. 

Comment 
., • -• - • .., • • - - ..,.. - • --•r-~ •• J • ..,. -- ...- -

"Comorbidlty" has a strong pathologizi g 

h 

I 

• 

using which suggests thmgs are c 
together without cause or pathology a1tt· acr -~ 

I 

I 
ry 

-

__, - --- ----------
----------"-'--..,.-~- --- -------------- - -- ....--- ---- - --- - -• • 

• • , - --- - - - __ ._.,. - -- - - . 

• 

-
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d) A WPATH member discusses surgical complication of transgender patient after top 

surgery 
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e) A WPATH member seeks advice on sending patient to a philosopher to help change their 

views on gender identity 

 

.toffome 

Com 

-ONTRIBUTORS 

I 

inks?I 

• 

• 

I 
r , 

• 

• 

on 

e 7.562 ·RVie'Ns 
• 

• +, 18 spar-
• • 

dea 
guy. 

Ive got a terrific dient who•s pretty hung p on 
Identity is discursively, socially consb·ucted. (She 
always be a guy, beca• •se society sees her dRlt way. 
my arguing against this sta11ce WlR be fruitfu • m not 
enough to be confident at it_ and this is a super 
for lots of _ e. I've encouraged her to try out ta o 
trans girls, or to try out watching vfdeos of other peopte• 
experiences with this. and she"s not Fa 
probably •my stuff.• and it might be a dumb or dlfficu fdea. 
I'm thinking of refer, i11g her to a ph losq!her {she~ • r a 

• 
good universities). Feedback requested: d b/dffli 
this idea? Any leads. or better Ideas? 

f;J Add bookf;aark 

• 

_.. .. ' - .. ..,- -- ·-· ..1. - • ... • • - . - . - . ._,. -- - . 
I ... ., ,..J - -- -·-- ------ - -- ... ... - .. . .. - - . ·--- '' 

• . . . .. .. . - -. , .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. , . .. . .. ... . .... SUbmlt 11 

I, 

.. ··-_ .... ,_ , -·, - - ... -- .. . . . - . - - - • 

• - - - - - ... . -

1) I wouldn't send her to a phll unless you .a 
phi . her who Is pro-trans ~ncr in acaden1lc gender U aeo,y. 
There ·is a comp1ex history of gender-a ormance and 
sodak:onstruct theories ttaat could be helpful. but it can also be a 
disempowerlng rabbit hole that goes to some dark places. 

2) I would evaluate the diet 11. for ~la and autism. 

3) She Is ~bsolutely right The Whole pornt of gender transitioning to 
change how • ty sees her-. and. ergo, her •e:xtenl81• gender 
ide11t1ty. Which wlD ti ten be conslste11t with and afflr 111 her .-
gender Id • Soclal cor,sb1,ct1on of gender m ns that gender 
arises from a cornplex Interaction between Individual wlll/actfon and 
social co reactions; this makes the process challenging. but 

, 

• 

• 

' 
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• 

--
• 

• 

• 

' 

• 

lf • ...,~In 
tt\Qfbc\.\l\8\1] 

If 

lnth 

the fact that they may not even recognized as tra 
place?The thing with recognltfo accounts • -
actually don1 have consistent atteria for gen r1 

My feeUng is that the client may be overtntellectua iZing 
~ntialJy a form of self-doubt and intera.alized 
not sure pllUosopf'lers would help ,n,1ch. 

Comment 

- ctly 

-

• 

------------· ........... ----- -·----

- • 

If 

t·ne "idea ttlat icier rtity Is discu • ,r·asl1b<:~ • co1nes 
the work of Michel Foucault, a Freid I phil -r. er 
referring her to a phUosopher, I would, recom11iend readi _ g loizos 
Heradeous's book, *Discourse, lnterpretatlo1 •~ Organization·. 
the a..,U,Or dlscL•sses Foucaulrs conceptions of d. e a tts 
relationship with power and sodopoOtlcal lnte,ests. • .. vo d also 
Sllggest re • Foucaulfs •otsclptine and Punish_.. Here is a You •Mbe 
video ("Mid1el Foucault's Conception of Discourse as Knowledge a -
Power") that Wfll help get you started on the nacl to being 
enough to be compete. ,t (and t,e11ce confide11t) at d -ng tt1is 

Co111merlt 

Wow,, thanks a bun I'm going to start wltf I U Pt! 
-•• • ( 
• 

• • J 

' •. • 

University Quick Course youtube you ·recorr,11.ended a1 ad 
marinate on the idea that we 1'Dust take an active role In 
negotiating the presentation of sell I like it and -want to think 
more about the implications tt1ere. I na•tks ogair1 ) 

1 understaod your problem! To rater her to a phi her might be a 
good idea, but It might be an -tage that thls ts a ,com 
philosopher. 

-· 
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f) A WPATH member seeks guidance for client whose libido has drastically increased on 

testosterone  

 

 

.< Back to Ho111e . 

Community II 

CONTRIBUTORS 

-

(/dm/ app/ dashboard} 
• 

• 

• 

I ... 

• 

DISCUSSION 

Invite 
-

I • • 
) 

Effects of testosterone on libi,do and trans sex 
ed•1cation -

Tntnsgender SPXual/ReproductlYe Healtb.tl025 IICJlt. ••:s} 

• 

• 1))22 Oisa•ssron Views 
4i\ 4 Auponses 

Hey everyone. 

f am a 111ental health therapist and I have a freshly turned 18 yr 
old transmale client with autism who Just started testosterone 
late A4gust previously they always they were asexu,a 

and had zero interest or desire for physical i • '""' .. Since 
starting T they have been coming to reportb .g tlk!lr 
libido fs 'through the roof and they can't stop being 'horny'. rve 
been able to normalize the i · · libido. but my craent was 
wondering if this will eventually even out or come back down at 
least a bit? If so how long? If not. any ns on laow 

to best adjust to this new found sex drive? 

I plan to do some sex education and human anatomy lesso. as as 
the dJent is new to Ing related to sex, intimacy, arousal etc. 
I'd love any sex education re=i,ources you alf have for transmasc 
indMduals. 

Thanks ln advance! 

--- -- ·- ----
rt( 

- ------ ---- --- .. - -- ----- -- - - - -..- - • - -

- - . --- --- ·- - - - -- --- - --

• - --·- - ---
• 

• 
--- -- __ __, . -

----- -- -- ... . ... -

I have a reso,,rce for trans men who sp haVe sex with other 

men: 1,111 •s://www.rainboWheatthontarlo. rce-Hbrary/prfmed--• 
the-bac1<-rt0Cket-gulde-for-trans--men-and-the-men-who-dlg-ttae1n/ . 
(https://www.raln althontarfo.ca/resotarce--llbrary/primed-d 1t:t • 

back-pocket-gukle.for-trans-men-and-the-men-who-dfQ-them/) 

-

-

• 

-
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.. . -
• 

• 

I • 

. -·. • 

• 

gh · - rty~ your I nt 
dult · men don't I 

· n , .15 and ne1tt1er do trans 1Tien or . 
e . • · ~e p&st being hormonally 15. I can• 

pre • • • • -how. long it might IOst. but I'd say it's 
the fit.st 6 1J10nd ,s to a r {agatn. tNJSed on what a, 

• 

..et- .n .... which was aln1ost 20 • • 1 s ago 
• 

I • 

• 

-

, .. - - ----:,,-- - ---- - . --~ . ,. ...... _,,, .. _,,,,.' ,. - ___ ,, -· _,., ___ ,. ........ .,_ .... ..... - .. ...... . . _.... .. .. - ·--~- ... - -~-~ 

. ... . . -

I 

As a . pist tJl8l predomlnat ly wo 
Gen :Diverse die11tsll en1ts. I • • alot. • 

• 

an ast.2Xtta1 person, however •comp etely hO .1 
for-the • Inning stag~ M&sb.nbatlo,, _ 
t11at 1t Js . , pJet n•ral and norm·al to self sa . ....a• a e. 
they have a pa•er dlsc,,sslng ng the .· 1 sa _ 
partner of r. In • S°-d. Dbl o nd sex drive • i g 

-.- .. 

prP-se ure e pa,tner to sa Yes this IJ eve ea 
se' a ew I for n1 i • elr affl 

• 

Co - -- ,,,. - - .,. - -
•--• -• I - • -- -- •- - • - - --• - ..... " ., ,.. -- - -·- - ... .. . ..,,. .... -- - - -· .,. - - . 

. ,.. - • • • . ,. 
............... ,,..,- ... -- ..,.," ... _ ..... ..-. .... _,,_ - ... .. , , 

• • 

; . .. ,. ______ .. ·- ,- ~- ... ~, ......... ____ - -- .~--- . - - - _... -· ... . .. ...... ___ , _..., 
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ey 
Spe king from my p r on I xp ri nc~. , hi will I wn. or 
me. it's helpfuf to r memb r th t s rtin H i n i lly h me 
thing as going through pu erty, so your cli n • i curr n ly a lot Ilk a 
13-15 year old boy. Adult c,is men don't hav th same libl o ey j 
when they were 1 and neither do trans m n or transmasculi e 
people once we•re past being hormonally 1 . I can't speak wi h lo. of 
precision about how long it migh I st, but I'd s y it's most Intense rn 
the first 6 months to a year ( . g in, b d on wh t I r m mber from my 
own experience, which wa Im ~,Jt O y ..,.,.,r o w). M Y n 
endocrinologis c n p ;.;a"' k n hi u ,l'.'l+i n wl r kn wl e 
base. 
I hope this is h lpful in supporting your c·Ji nt a th y ry to djust 
their new exp ri nee of their body and figure out what to xp ct in 
the ·ff'<I ! 

Comment 
-

Dear 
As a therapist that predominately works with Trans, Non-bjnary and 
Gender Diverse clients/patients. f see this alot. It can be distressing for 
an asexual person, however completely normal when on testosterone 
for the beginning stages. Masturbation education is key, encouraging 
-that 1t is completely natural and normal to serf satisfy and soothe. ff 
they have a. partner discussing having the conversati,on with their 
partner of their increased libido and sex drive, but not ptaci.ng 

- --,..,.._ 

pressure on the partner to satisfy. Yes this will eventually ease and 
'normalise' to a new level for them in their affirmed gender. Everyone 
is different and it last varying times for each person. It is a 'second' 
puberty but a 'first' puberty in their affirmed gender. so it's about 
exploring with them the 'newness' in the experience of being. Doing 
alot of somatic body work and being i·n the here and now. it•s 
important for them to explore their sexual.ity now at this stage 
providing psychoeducation that sexu,allty is fluid and every changing 
and may now be abro·sexual i.e. fluctuating between being asexual 
and then not sometimes. Don't make things too ciinical a·nd medical, 
it's all about the experience. 

queersextherapy on lnstagram would be most suitable for them 
especially that they are a young person. It provides body positive, 
quick, easy and simple psycho education on the matter, and recently 
did a post a couple of weeks ago on being asexual and experiencing 
sexual desires that may be overwhelming. 

1 atso specialise in GSRD, 1 don't know where you are based but I am 
happy to see clients online as well, for short .. eriods if needs be. I 
have a r 

where they can· see me for 
weeks or more for focused support within their transition. 

Comment 

-
I, - ·- --- -- -

' - - - -
- • J. . "" . ' 

- -
_., ,f. • ._ • • I •• 

•• ----- .• 
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g) A WPATH member seeks guidance to better support polyamorous lifestyles within the 

transgender and gender non-conforming population 

 

Community Vdmlapp/profil 

Discussion (/dm/app/profil 

CONTRIBUTORS 

• 

• r 

• • 

DISCUSSION 

, 

• 

• 

Training and Resources for Polyamorous 
Transgender Patients 

• 3,349 Discussion Views 
.,. 10 Responses 

As I start a private practice, I am looking for ways to better my 
knowledge and ability to support polyamorous lifestyles within 
the trans and gender non-conforming popuJation I see. 

As we know, people who are part of this population are often 
forced to create their own family environment and polyamory 
often constitutes this family dynamic. I believe that as 
acceptance continues to evolve, we as providers witl begin to 
see ourselves needing to support multiple peop e in a 
relationship dynamic. I have found that the isolation of covkl •~ 
for some, Increased the desire to have more members in a 
polypod or polycule. 

Do other clinicians have a sense that this is an undercurrent 
movement \n the LGBT 1:ommunity that wil1 continue? Does 
anyone see this movement happening? What are some options 
for training that you are getting or that you recommend? 

t:J Add bookmark 

- - -
- . •• 

• Submit 

I have begun to bring this up In tralnlngs that I do around lGBTQ+ 
care. I don't think we have the shared language around the variations 
in polyamo,y quite yet I thfnk there are a lot of elements that can be 
assessed - sexual, romantic, nesting, child rearing/having - and that is 
before you get into the variations in exclusivity or other explicit 
committments (marriage. unions. bonds, etc). 

I'd Jove to hear if there are resources out there to better understand 
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• 

,(/dm/app/dashboard) 

' 

• 

and support our polyamourou . fol - ft mlly d . ,. I m V ry 
keen on u 1a, I - • r I h1p n· t mfly(jyn m nd 
h o in1y nan n t m . 

Comment 

'Yes, h , k out my r • . o • for bf furth r 
training, and • . others • ve mention • , e boOk o 
and the podcast Mutttamory ari - also great! 

These are Interesting qu ~10 and l',m e r t.P h r .from other I 
am a novi e In u . ·nding . nd worldn : With pofyamory so I 
recently read th boOk · ol ure by J • f .- F m a . fou d it very 
helpful s a rting point 

ttComm nt 
-

YES! That's a great rec.! Also~ the podrast _MuWBmPryl 

Many who identify as LGBT atso identify as. potyamorous and 
as we see an lncrease in the accesslblllty of platforms and safe spaces 
for l.GBT clients to be vocal about-their experiences and needs .. we 

• 

are seeing an increase in discussions around polyamory, kl~ 
and so on. I would definitely agree that it is ~'!!P2.rtant _to be aware an_d - - - - -

Browse Invite aecept!ng of potyarrorous relationships4 For those starting a private 

• 

- - -

-practice wt,o-want to-be genderir,clustve~ it is--a1so1l&pfui to be scx---
positive and indusive of different relationship styles. It is my beDef D .at 
once we start to question the idea that love Is I med on ge, Kier and 
that gender exists only in a binary, we reaf12e that so n1ud1 of wha w._ 

Read more 

ttComment 
• ---- -- - -- --

YES! 

-• is is a great topic & questionl I believe q• aner communities, 
especially trans and nonblnary folks, are defin'ltely more open to 
breaking down some of the historically white. Wester,._ colonized 
standards of relationships~ sex,. gender, and how we love others. So 
yes,. this fikely will continue and (with any luck) continue to expa'ld to 
allow others to examine their own stuckness in some of the harmful 
structures that amplify the impact of minority stress. 
In terms of training, www.afflrmativecouch .. com 
(http://www.afflrmativecouch.com) lias a p I training brary . 
• I .... 

Read more 

•Comment 
• ------ --- - - -

Also a relatiVe novice ,sayself. but I work with trans folks. and 
noticed that enough of them (statistically, my ger·&der 
clients, who knows why) are in the kink and poly co1nmunilies. I've 
read up a bit, and here's what Ive looked into ttaat I've found helpful! 

-The Ethical Slut, by Dossie Easton and Janet Hardy 
-Mating In captivity and The State of Affairs, both by Cstt,er Peret (not 
poly-specific, but helps greatly with retatlonshlp dynantk:s and 
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-

uri1derstanding of desire) 
-More Than lfwo, by Frar1k Veaux and Eve Rickert ... 

Comment 

It's been botrn a professional and personal experien~e (I'm non-binary 
I 

and pofyamoroLJs) seeing a lot of overlap with poly.amorous and 
ILGBlrQ+ commt.1r1ities. I woulct also f7ecommend the podcast, 
Multiamory, with ttie unde17standin9 that just like there hasn't been a 

, 

simgle t:.1niversal te~pl·ate for tr;ans-ness there isn't a universal template 
foli p©l¥arno~ either. 

Comment 

Sec0Ading the recommendation for the book Polyseeure. Several of 
clients have mentioned that it helped them immenseiy. I'd aiso 

recarrnmenfl the\wori~shop "Trauma-Informed Polyamory" 
(https:t/ .elementililemorr~igarn.~omlp~oduct/trauma-informed-
potyam0Ji¥~WOFksfuop). 

. Comment 
• 

, Sul:>mit 

• 
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h) WPATH members debate the conclusions of a new research paper on the harm of 

gatekeeping transgender people from gender-affirming care 
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that led to b • ns on LG TQ p opl rvln In h mllf_ry . h 
permitting he minority c to rvlc woul h rm h .,... r~"I n 1 
integrity of th m ny. Th - d roo.1~ r nt ·y m n fr m 
don • ting blood b ........ u th th t m II min rity w kn wn t b t 
disproportion t ly hi h risk f h vlng HIV th t C Uld a V r . ly lrrtp t 
the entire blood don tlon syst m. f our , I am not ying I agree 
w1th that policy (I don't). W ~ d I y any numb r of medical lnterv ntlons 
because we want to do I b work nd oth r diagno°"'lc rocedure to 
make sure the patient will benefit from tr atm nt. he sam shoul b 
no different when assessing WITH the patient or cli nt he rl ks and 
benefits of beginning gender- ffirmlng medical intervention. n um, 
Ashley et al. (2023) mischar ct riz s the contempor ry reason for 
assessment It is not to unnec ssarily imp · de or d I y care. It is to 
weigh WITH the pati . nt th potentl I rf ks nd b n . ff of TH • IR 
receiving gender• -ftlrmlng m die_ I Int rv ntlon .. Thi , i , rn fact, a core 
component of th - WPATH ,~ -7. M r ov r. I woul ont n tha many 
profession Is providln nd r- ffirmlng r · hav not r c iv·-=-..,, th 
training requir d to m -et th s standards of car . Thi training nd 
supervis d xperience is essential to ensuring one i compet n to 
help a p tient sort out the risks and benefits of care. I have worked 
with m ny TGD patients who decided in the course of weighing the 
benefits and risks that like most TGD people, gender-affirmi1ng1 

medical interventions were unnecessary or undesirable. I have had 
patients show up demanding (not merely requesting) access to care 
because they wanted to "fit in" with their gender diverse peers or 
because they preferred activities stereotypically associated with a 
different gender than they identify with. They were not experiencing 
distress or discomfort for any other reason. Certainly, carte blanche 
access to gender-affirming medical care could have, been viab,le,. 
However, invariably they stated they appreciated the opportunity to 
question their motivations. Finally, one point Ashley et al. (2023) make 
is incorrect. They state the WPATH SOC-7 does not require a, 
diagnosis of gender dysphoria for adolescents for initiation of gender-
affirming care. In fact, it does. It states, "The following 
recommendations are made regarding the requirements for gender-
affirming medical and surgical treatment (All of them mu,st be met): 
6.12- We recommend health care professionals assessing transgender 
and gender diverse adolescents only recommend gender-affirming 
medical or surgical treatments requested by the patienit when: 6.12.a-
The adolescent meets the diagnostic criteria of g.ender incongruence 
as per the lCD-11 in situations where a diagnosis is necessary to 
access health care." Finally, it seems to me that Ahsley et al. (2023) did 
their research to prove a point rather than test any hypotheses or 
systematically review the literature aligned with Cochrane criteria. 
They certainly make some valid points. However, man·y of their points 
seem irrational and inconsistent wtth providing ethical care. I am 100% 
In support of gender-affirr11ing care for those who determine they want 
them. However, I wouJd never recommend care for this care (or any 
other for that matter) without doing a thorough assessment WITH the 
patient of the risks and benefits of treatment, an essential part of 
informed consent for any he91th care. It is consistent with best medical 
practices to make these assessments and base one's 
recommendations on them. 

ttComment 

Thanks for sharing your take on this, Insurance 
companies are a huge problem - agreed! But therapists arenrt 
required to assess folks who need 'hip replacement surgery 
(larger regret rate) or nose Jobs. 

For clarity, you reference SOC-7, but I think you are actually 
meaning SOC-8. Could you confirm? 
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• nks for thl full s m r ...... n . n M pr I n 

c r to d tr n itl n r nd n M wh h , rovl d c r 
for tr ns dul for lmost 2 d :ad I I 
hav · , om • t ly r . we 

e novel o ulation now like it or not. If w r not 

car ful, th roll-backs on c re t rhe ov rnm nt levels In 
res t ' 

ponse o loss or lack of gat keeping/prop r a s ssments 

by th: system will lead to a los of s rvices for consenting 

fully informed adults. Individuals under 18 (really under 26, in 

my opinion), are an unknown, esp cl . lly tho -e with what 

appears to be ado Iese nt ons • t 0. w truly have no idea 

what to expect nd in n d . , th m 1orlty of AC pro r ms 

~are rrot foll win th m into dulthood. o th sl ppy ppro ch 

to delivering this r will com • ck to bi u II, I m ur . 

ven in C naua w · r eeing ri Ing politic I ri h -1 nlng 

r cti n to th se In dequate approaches to a igniflcant 

intervention. We have a choice. Either we do a better Job at 

the health care level or we put ourselves at risk of having 

politics make these decisions for us. That is the most terrifying 

to env\sion. 

Florence Ashley (/dm/app/profile/person

Your response seems to conflate informed consent 

discussions and gender assessments as a requirement for 

care. The article is about gender assessments as a 

requirement for care. 

As for not using a Cochrane review, it would have beeA 

completely pointless because there are virtually no studies 

that actually bear on gender assessments' role in preventjng 

regret and would meet rigorous inclusion criteria • 

• •• 

Read more 
• 

As a transgender man, I tend to agree with t • e move owar 1n rmed 

consent In my own experiences, I never had any difficulties with care 

providers who provided gender affirming care on an Informed consent 

basis. I faced enormous difficulties (trauma, unwanted surgical results, 

additional surgery) after receiving care from a provider who relied on 

the SOC. 

The rigidity of the SOC vs informed consent puts a fear in patients that 

they will be turned away from the care they know they need because 

of the least irregularity in their narrative or their desired outcome. lt's 

getting better, but there have been times when people would practice 

for their appointments with friends to avoid saying the wrong thing. A 

system based on informed consent would eliminate these situations 

and fears. 

The ability to speak freely with one's providers is more readily assured 

under informed consent than in a system with rigid gatekeeping. It is 

incredibly Important to be able to communicate openly without fear of 

losing access to care. 

We look back at the times when trans people had to pretend to be 

straight to receive care, for instance, and consider that abhorrent at 

best and a violation of their basic human rights at worst. Someday. the 

gatekeeping that is considered normal now may look very much much 

the same. 

The sooner this is identified, the better. 

ttComment 
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i) A WPATH member discusses certain European providers’ hesitancy about starting 

hormone treatments in younger students 
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• 3,671 Dlsc:usslon Views 
11 , spo 

I work at a college health center and wor ·ng ith 
start offering gender affirming hor111one theta f . 

• 

We had a meeting of providers, and there was 
starting hormone treatments in younger sb n· 
.aJI students we see are 18+), based off of the gu~ 
Finland and Sweden that recommended psy 
than hormone therapy for adolescents . 

.g a 
i es 

• 

https:l , ... city-}oumal.orglartlclelyes europe is. rcsulCll g-

tnvfte 
- 1 en~r.:affi0flitt0,-care(l1ttps:/ -· -- ·.-- -ma1 org/a,u eJye=-:r·---! 9:. ,. ---.. ·-. , .... ·" .. , .. , ... -. .. - .. .. .. -- > .... _ , .. -· .. - ..... ' , 
• ~~~...OP-e:-J.s.=r~striding:9enct~-:fl.ffl.r:m_... ___ .-

ram curious if others have run Into similar hes 
they have responded. 
Thanks so much for your time and response! 

• 

Q Add bookmark 

--· ·-- .. -·- -- -· ,,, - - - - .. .. - - ··-- -, ....... -- --- ~---- -
. - - --- -- ---- - - ... . - --• • • --·-

• 

- - - . 

Subnit -- ___ , ___ - - ----- - - - ___ ___, 

-

-

- .. 

a presentation
in ea June on

. don't start 
hormones for students under age 18. although I have to say I haven~ 
had any requests for that With parental consent I wol•~ feel very 
comfortable doing thls for a student o e 16. 
We have started a Collegiate (and restricted to) 
providers of GAC in college health where we share h1formation_.. 
Read more 
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Some thoughts from someone who was a transgender adolescent 
before there were gender programs available .. There is a crush o ba 
media calling into question gender-affirming care, especially G Rh 
agonists, and gender-affirming hormone therapy. The first poin is • a 
when someone id,entifies themselves as transgender, there should be 
not only a thorough psychological assessment, but a sociologica 
assessment, and p·rimary care assessment. Once done, the co se1·ng, 
should be ongoing. • 

• 

A magic question to ask your staff is how they view the idea of ... 

Read more 

• Comment __ _,_ ___ _ 
uroPsy, FBPsS 

Hello 
Gender care is, of course, vital for TGD youth an.d it is appa ling that it 
is being limited. 

Just a geAtle reminder though, that the continent of Europe is vast -
much bigger than the USA - and has over twice the population. Lt is a 
grol!Jp of countries, so there is comparatively little that can be said of 
transgender healthcare jn "Europe••· as such. Some parts are having 
challenges. in some it is abhorrent (Hungary for example), some ·t is 
benign, and in some progressing. For example Spain rs -aking le a ... 
. Read.more 
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